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1INTRODUCTION
The staff of the Coordinated Science Laboratory at the University 
of Illinois has developed a moderate resolution, high speed system for 
inputting images to a computer. The system is capable of a resolution 
of 504x476 points of eight bits of grey scale each. This resolution 
can be obtained only by taking multiple pictures. In any one field of scan 
(16 ms) a picture consisting of 252x238 points of six bits each can be 
read in.
This report describes the hardware and electronics of the CSL 
vision system and its associated robot control electronics. Software 
descriptions can be found in the appendix. The main body of the report 
describes the basic modules of the system, and the functions of the various 
control bits. Descriptions of other imaging systems can be found in 
[Chien & Snyder].
APPLICATIONS
The CSL vision system has found a number pf applications, not 
only within CSL, but also elsewhere in the university. Applications have 
included analysis of holograms [Singleton, 1973], generation of grey scale 
images on a line printer [Singleton, 1974] and on a plasma panel [White], 
tracking of moving objects [Jones, 1975], inspection of hybrid circuits 
[Snyder], and particle counting [Burr].
2THE TV CAMERA
The Philips closed circuit TV camera used in the vision system 
makes use of a low blooming silicon vidicon. The vidicon is extremely 
sensitive in the infrared. Figure 1 shows its sensitivity compared 
with other imaging devices. This sensitivity can cause several problems 
for the prospective user. First, many "color separation" filters are 
transparent in the infrared. The color work, an infrared blocking filter 
must be used. One such filter is permanently mounted on the front of the 
zoom lens.
Another related problem of which the user must be aware is the 
possibility of problems when using fluorescent lights. Such lights 
have strong pulses of light, particularly in the blue area of the spectrum, 
which tend to occur once every 16 ms (in sync with the line frequency).
The pulses of light are thus in sync with the scan of the vidicon, and 
can cause a "halo” effect on pictures. This can be avoided by using 
diffuse lighting by many bulbs and lots of reflected light, or by using 
incadescent bulbs.
Low blooming is implemented by ion implantation of the scene side 
of the target [Singer]. Figure 2 shows the blooming response of our 
camera. Unfortunately, the ion implantation technique also tends to increase 
the number of defects. One defect is particularly noticeable on our system 
when looking at the monitor. Strangely enough, that defect has not been 
noticed in any computer images. It may be that the diameter of the defect 
is sufficiently small that it is often less than the sampling resolution 
of the system. The silicon vidicon is quite immune to overloads and can
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Frequency Response of Some Imaging Devices.
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Figure 2
5stand being exposed to a light source for considerable time before damage 
occurs. However, one should be reasonable about such exposure and 
insure that they do not occur for an extended period of time (such as 
more than 20 seconds) as thermal problems can arise which will do 
permanent damage to the target.
The video signal coming from the camera is capacitively coupled, 
and consequently the level corresponding to "black" varies with the 
average load. The signal is clamped by a video clamp circuit (physically 
located on a circuit board on the top of the A/D converter). The clamp 
circuit pulls the black level down to ground potential (less the black 
level offset). The clamp circuit also contains a video operational 
amplifier (400 mhz bandwidth for a gain of 2) made by Computer Labs.
This amplifier is used to adjust the signal magnitude and offset of the 
analog input to the A/D converter. It is strongly advised that no one 
play with these settings unless absolutely necessary. The same goes 
for the controls in the TV camera. It is particularly important that 
the linearity controls not be disturbed. Setting the linearity is a long 
tedious job requiring specialized equipment. It is set up now, and should 
be left alone*.
THE A/D CONVERTER
Digitization of the analog video signal is accomplished by a
J
Computer Labs analog to digital converter (physically located in the rack 
in the computer room). This is a 5 mhz, 8 bit converter which we are 
using at its maximum sample rate. The power supplies for the converter
6are mounted next to it. It requires +15v, -15v, and +5v. Operation of the 
converter is fully described in its manual.
COMPUTER INTERFACE
The TV camera and A/D converter are interfaced to the PDP-10 
through a port on the DF-10 data channel. The channel is used by the 
camera interface to enter data into the 10's memory at memory speeds.
While a picture transfer is in progress, nothing else may access the 
memory, or lost data will occur.
USING THE VISION SYSTEM
Software has been written to take care of the appropriate timing 
considerations for picture taking. Basically, the programmer must take 
care to insure that all data channel devices and tapes are idle before 
taking pictures. Since this requires user I/O privilege, it is suggested 
that users do not attempt to program the vision system themselves, but 
make use of ROBHND to do it for them. The subroutine BLINK can be referred 
to for documented examples of how to control the system. Definitions of 
the control bits follow.
NOTE'.'.
Due to the fact the DEC line receivers invert while DEC line 
drivers do not, all data written to the I/O bus must be written as the
U of I CSL 602V0 15:08:21 TTY21 system 526 
Please LOGIN
;;OPR: - OPSER: Timesharing ends in 80 min.
7complement (bitwise complement) of what is actually desired. For example, 
to set the mode of the vision system to 0, bits 1 and 2 of the CONO word 
should be ones.
bit number meaning
0 go (start the picture taking process)
1 msb of mode word
2 lsb of mode word (the mode word controls which 6 of the
8 bits from the A/D converter are used. Mode 0 specifies 
the most significant 6 of the 8)
3-10 initial channel control word address
11 inhibit even field
12 inhibit odd field
13 select clock (odd or even value
for this bit specifies the horizontal timing
If bits 11 and 12 are zero, the next field to come up will be 
chosen. This is the fastest mode, as the others have a 50% probability of 
requiring a one field wait. It both bits 11 and 12 are set, the system 
will hang and (properly written) software will time out. The vision 
system reads in 238 lines of 42 words and 1 line of 41 words. It is generally 
accepted that this last line is in the nonlinear region of the camera, 
is one word short, and is consequently usually discarded. However, it is 
necessary to make the channel program at least 10037 words long. (See the 
DEC manual on the DF-10 data channel to learn how to program the channel.)
8Higher resolution can be obtained by taking more pictures, 
using the inhibit bits and the horizontal timing bit. For example, by 
taking one picture with the even field selected and one with the odd field 
selected, and interleaving them in software, one effectively doubles 
the vertical resolution to 476 lines. The select clock bit delays 
the start of the sampling process after the falling edge of horizontal 
blanking. (See Figure 3.) Again, by taking two pictures, one each 
with the bit one and zero, and interleaving them in software, the 
effective horizontal resolution can be increased to 504 points per line.
Vision CONI Bits
A CONI to the vision system (address 420) returns bits 
which have the following meanings:
18 done..hardware has stopped the system and requested an 
interrupt. The interrupt will not occur unless interrupts 
have been enabled by issuing the appropriate CONO to the 
robot (address 424)
19 slow channel..Data was lost due to the fact that the: 
channel did not accept the last word of data before the 
vision system had another word ready. This error is usually 
due to some other device (including the processor) getting 
memory accesses.
20 control word parity error..the channel detected a memory 
parity error when fetching a control word.
Video
Horizontal
Blanking
Encode (Delay = 1 ) 
Encode (Delay = 0)
FP-4646
Figure 3 -
Horizontal Timing
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21 nxm..the channel attempted to read from or write to a 
non-existant memory location.
22 sync..unless this bit is on, the sync generator is not 
running and any attempt to use the vision will hang the 
computer.
Robot Control Bits
The original CSL robot arm [Jones, 1972] shares some control 
logic with the vision system, in particular, they share the same 
interrupt facilities and I/O bus line receivers. For that reason, the 
control bits for the arm are included here. Remember that the actual 
bits to be written to the I/O bus should be complemented before they are 
actually written to the bus. This is true on DATAO and CONO both.
DATAO Control Bits 
Timing:
i occurs during the interrupt sequence (not datao)
c: occurs during CONO CLR or DATAO CLR time
s: occurs during CONO SET or DATAO SET time
bit meaning timing
0 PI channel i
1 PI channel i
2 PI channel i
9 load pressure register flag c
10 set slow wrist if wrist busy c
11
11 start timer s
12 move -z s
13 move -y s
14 turn off hand solenoid s
15 open jaw s
16 move -w if not slow wrist s
17 move -x s
21-29 load pressure register 
if bit 9 set
any 8 contiguous bits acceptable
c
30 move +z s
31 move +y s
32 turn on hand solenoid s
33 close jaw s
34 move +w if not slow wrist s
35 move -f-x s
CONO Control Bits
18-26 load page register
(these bits specify the upper 9 bits
c
9 of the address to which interrupts 
will vector)
27 clear change interrupt s
28 clear slow wrist and wrist busy s
29 clear time interrupt s
30 clear time enable 
(enables timer interrupts)
c
31 set time enable c
32 set time interrupt if time enable and 
timer not running
s
33-35 load PI channel c
CONI Bits
0 slow wrist flip flop a
1 jaw open b
2 finger 1 touching b
3 finger 2 touching b
4 unused
5 jaw closed b
6 hand down 1 c
7 hand down 2 d
8 extra switch d
9 hand code e
10 -z limit switch d
11 -y limit switch d
14 hand locked e
15 hand energized e
16 wrist home e
17 -x limit switch d
27 change interrupt
28 wrist busy e
29 time interrupt
30 +z limit switch d
31 +y limit switch d
32 hand locked in (unused now) e
35 +x limit switch d
Notes:
a: set by DATAO bit 10, if wrist busy, change interrupt also set 
b: the first jaw switch coming on sets interrupt 
c: this switch sets interrupt whenever it changes state
d: this group of seven switches sets interrupt whenever the first
switch turns on 
e : no interrupt
Interrupt Function Word Bits
4 always one (forces dispatch interrupt)
18-26 page register
. ■
33 change interrupt
34 time interrupt
14
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APPENDIX
The Robot Maintenance Program, ROBMAN
This is a description of the robot interface maintenance program, 
ROBMAN. ROBMAN is a paper tape loaded stand-alone program. It is 
considered a good policy to have the disks disabled when testing the 
interface, since a hardware error could conceivably write on the disk.
It should be noted that the CSL vision system and the CSL 
robot are superficially two separate devices on the I/O bus of the PPD 10. 
The vision system has device address 420 (octal), and the robot is 
device 424. The two devices share a common interrupt system, however, and 
ROBMAN therefore is written to be able to functionally test both devices.
The following are the commands which may be given to ROBMAN via 
the console tty to test the interface.
setpage nnn
This command will load the octal number nnn into the page 
register of the interface and that will become the first 9 
bits of the address to which dispatch interrupts will occur.
This command is effective only when testing the interrupt 
hardware or the robot interface. When the vision system is 
being tested, ROBMAN assumes the page register is operating 
correctly and will load it according to software criteria 
over which the operator has no control.
setpi n
The setpi command establishes the interrupt channel (an octal 
number between one and seven) which will be used for robot 
and vision interrupts.
16
cono nnnnnn
This command issues a cono to the robot (device 424). nnnnnn is 
the contents (in octal) of the right and left half of the 
I/O bus when the cono is given. Commands are right justified 
if they are not a full six characters long, e.g., cono 30 
is the same as cono 000030. Interrupts are not enabled during 
this or either of the next two commands, even though cono 30 will 
force the interface to interrupt, that interrupt will not be serviced 
by the software until an activate command is given.
lcono nnnnnn
This command issues cono commands to the robot exactly as 
above except that they are issued in a tight loop; one command 
approximately every 6 microseconds.
vlcono nnnnnn
This command is exactly like the lcono except that the cono 
command is given to the vision interface (device 420).
fdatao nnnnnnnnnnnn
This is the "fast datao" command, which issues a datao command 
(when activated), and allows an interrupt, after the 10 ms delay 
of the timer in the interface.
vlonf
This command is used to test the channel interface logic for 
the vision system. This logic is primarily on boards 13 and 14.
17
The cono clear pulse clears the active flip flop. A cono set 
pulse is gated with io bus bit 18 to set the active flip flop, 
assuming the channel bus has been idle for at least 400 ns.
The vlonf command first issues s cono with all zeros, which 
resets the active ff, then issures a cono 400000 which will 
set active and start the picture taking process. Then 
several microseconds later, another cono 0 is issued which will 
reset active again. The system will remain in this on-off loop 
until a clrep command is given. The loop is useful for testing 
the handshaking procedure with the DF10.
lowbit
The lowbit command informs the diagnostics that the low order 
bit of the page register is unreliable, and will cause the 
interrupt vector for the vision tests to be written into an 
even numbered page.
sdatao nnnnnnnnnnnn
The "slow datao" command is essentially the same as the fdatao 
except that in the slow command, the interrupt is handled by an 
interrupt handling routine, which is able to do more diagnostics 
after each interrupt, whereas in the fdatao, the interrupt 
address simply contains another datao command.
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ldatao nnnnnnnnnn
The ldatao command is exactly like the lcono, except that datao 
commands are given instead of conos. Like the lcono, interrupts 
are not allowed during the loop.
activate nnnnnn
It is the activate command which allows interrupts to occur. 
Normally, an activate may follow a cono, a fdatao, or a sdatao. 
The argument of the activate is the number of seconds interrupts 
will be enabled.
iccwad nnn
This command establishes the address of the initial channel 
control word. It is passed to the iccwad register of the vision 
system interface.
pict nnn
The picture command takes nnn pictures. Diagnostics will not be 
typed until the end of the loop.
vdiag
The vdaig command will type out an analysis of the vision systems 
operation on the cty.
sample nnn
nnn is an octal number identifying the number of samples per 
line of scan (defaults to 377).
lines nnn
19
nnn is an octal number identifying the number of lines per 
picture (normally 357).
pgpict n
n is a switch identifying the paging mode of the channel program, 
n=0: the channel program will be set up to read the picture
into interleaved memory in one page segments. This mode normally 
will not work correctly, since the processor use of memory 
cycles will cause a slow channel error condition. 
n=l: The channel program will use only one ccw, and the picture
will be read into one contiguous block in high memory. This 
mode normally works.
n=2: The channel program uses multiple ccws, and reads one page
blocks into low memory. This differs from n=0 by placing the 
processor into a loop in the registers, thus requiring no memory 
references. It is not very reliable, since a clock interrupt 
on pi channel 1 may cause a memory reference and a slow channel 
failure.
n=4: The channel program uses multiple ccws, one block of
picture data to a page, but reads the picture into high core, 
which is not accessed by the cpu. This mode normally works.
The modes 2 and 4 may be combined into mode 6.
20
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When taking pictures it is possible to cause system crashes
by not adhering to a few simple precautions.
1) ALWAYS be sure you are the only vision system user BEFORE taking 
pictures. To insure that this is the case, pictures should be taken 
only from a terminal in the Advanced Automation Lab.
2) If possible, do not use the actual camera for taking pictures when 
debugging programs. Rather, use pictures taken by a debugged 
program and stored on disk files. (Loading with indirect file 
LIBVIS.CTL [701,75] rather than LIBALL.CTL [701,75] automatically 
uses PICIN and PICTIN instead of TAKPIC & TAKPCl and SNAP & SNAPl.
Also sends robot commands to TTY, instead of to robot, degree of 
type out is selected when IROBOT is executed).
3) ALWAYS compile your programs completely in the low segment. BLISS 
users use the /V or LOWSEG switches. The high segment contains the 
Robotics system interrupt handler, and if you mess that up, forget it.
4) Only use DIE or KELROB to exit to monitor level. If you get to monitor 
level and are not absolutely certain the robot is dead, REENTER will 
result in automatic defusing of the robot. If required for debugging, 
the original values of SREG and FREG are preserved in locations 0LD$S 
and QLD$F respectively.
21
CSL Vision Library
UTILITY PROGRAMS AVAILABLE IN DEM:
SMILE
SMILE takes a picture and generates LPT output for a one page grey scale 
picture. Any response to "Ready?" except "E" or "K" takes a picture.
The raw picture data may also be output depending on the response. 
Options are:
A Also output picture as an ASCII file
B Also output picture as a Binary file
E Exit to monitor
F Also output picture as a FORTRAN binary file
H Help!
K Exit to monitor
N Give LPT file a print name
0 Output picture points only, no print file
P Picture print only, (default)
S Smile pretty now (same as P)
PRINT
PRINT is for outputting picture files to the LPT. It accepts as input ASCII, 
pure binary (data mode 14), and FORTRAN binary files. Output is an LPT 
file for each input file. Optionally an output file may be generated, 
which is useful for changing file data modes. Switches are identical to 
SMILE. (In fact, this program is SMILE, using LIBVIS rather than LIBALL).
PICTUR
PICTUR displays a picture on any of the available graphics terminals. Input 
can be in any of the standard formats.
QUICK
QUICK will threshold a picture and display the binary result on any of the 
available graphics terminals. If the threshold is negative, the display 
is inverted.
SAMPLE
SAMPLE allows examination of small areas in pictures on a point basis. Output 
of the program is a file containing a one page grey scale rendition of the 
entire picture, followed by as many 36x36 samples as desired. Format for each
22
sample is an optional label, grey scale representation of the 36x36 window, 
and finally a 36x36 array of the numerical value of each point in the window. 
The program can be run from any graphics terminal. Available commands are:
C
E
G
H
K
L
N
P
T nn
W xxx,yyy
Take a window centered on cursor 
Exit to monitor level 
isplay picture in grey scale 
Help text 
Same as "E"
Insert an optional label, terminate with AG
Close current file and recycle for new picture
Page (erase) display
Display picture with threshold of nn
Take a window centered at xxx,yyy
FPRINT is a FORTRAN program which reads in a FORTRAN binary file and generates 
an LPT file using up to eight overprints for twenty two shades of gray 
with regional averaging. The input file must be in the user's area with 
extension DAT and a name of five or less characters. The print generated 
is the same size as that of PRINT or SMILE, but is of considerably better 
quality. However, this quality has its price, CPU time is increased by over 
1500%’. For those people with lots of time, PRINTl may be used, which 
generates a four page picture double the dimensions of FPRINT. Be forewarned 
that PRINTl is a big program (71+10 pages), takes awhile (almost 2 minutes 
of CPU time) and creates a rather ponderous LPT file (504 blocks). Note to 
two pass printer freaks, due to the non-random nature of FORTRAN'S random 
number generator, for generating two pass pictures, use GPRINT and PRINT2 
respectively, to generate the printer file for the second pass.
23
CSL Vision Library
ROUTINES FOR TAKING PICTURES
The following routines actually call the picture taking program 
which controls the TV camera. It is recommended that these routines not 
be used unless absolutely necessary, since program bugs in the calling 
program could cause system crashes. When debugging, if you load your 
program using the library without ROBFIL.REL you can still refer to the 
same subroutines but will use disk I/O instead of the camera. (The calls 
will use PICTIN instead of SNAP & SNAPl, PICIN instead of TAKPIC & TAKPC1).
SNAP(PICTURE) calls IROBOT to set up the camera control, takes a picture, 
and does a ROBOT TERMINATE. The argument is a pointer to the picture 
buffer. (Note that this is a BLISS pointer, not just an address). Return 
value is the VISION CONI. To simplify error detection, the left half 
of this word is set to ones if an error is detected. A normal return is 
always positive in value.
SNAPl(PICTURE) is exactly like SNAP, but depends on the calling program to 
have already done an IROBOT, and expects the calling program to do the 
TERMINATE when it is through. It is strongly advised that this routine 
not be used except when necessary for hand-eye coordination experiments.
TAKPIC( ) allocates core for a vision buffer, takes a picture, and returns 
as value a pointer to the picture. If the camera program failed the subroutine 
returns zero, and location TAKPIC-1 contains the return value of SNAP.
TAKPCl( ) is exactly like TAKPIC except that it uses SNAPl instead of SNAP.
In case of failure, the return value of SNAPl will Still be found in 
location TAKPIC-1.
KILROB( ) kills the robot if active then exists to monitor level.
The above routines require approximately 500 milliseconds to 
actually take a picture and transfer it to the user's buffer. If this is 
intolerable for realtime vision work, the following routines can be used. 
These routines bypass ROBHND and can easily wipe out timesharing. Their use 
is recommended only during dedicated time. Because they control the data 
channel directly, the user must have PEEK, POKE, LOCK and TRAPSET (user I/O) 
privileges. Special versions of SPACE and DIE are also loaded, permitting 
the locking of the low segment to be transparent to the user. I/O is done 
to physical core locations, therefore only IBLINK and BLIND should be used 
to lock and unlock the low segment.
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IBLINK(SPACE) initializes the vision software and locks the low segment 
into contiguous physical memory. User I/O is enabled (via TRPSET) and 
the Initial Channel Control Word is inserted into the monitor. SPACE 
words of free core are allocated before locking so that unnecessary 
unlocking and reinitialization to expand core can be avoided.
BLINK(PICT) inputs a picture into the 9996 core locations starting at the 
user virtual address pointed to by PICT. Execution time is generally 
under 30 milliseconds. To the user program, the effect is identical to 
SNAP.
BLIND( ) unlocks the low segment, restores the monitor to its original 
state, and turns off USER I/O.
VISLCK is a word used to coordinate locking and unlocking the Low Segment. 
It should be set to zero by the program at initial startup (before calling 
IBLINK) to allow restarting the program if it fails while locked. It is 
set non-zero whenever IBLINK is executed and reset by a BLIND or DIE.
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GENERAL ROUTINES WHICH DO NOT TAKE PICTURES
PSPACE( ) allocates space for a picture, expanding core if necessary.
It returns a pointer to the buffer.
CHOP(ADDRESS) deletes all core above ADDRESS.
DIE( ) restores program to loaded size, kills the robot if loaded and 
active, then exits to monitor level.
DELETE(0,SAVEl,...,SAVEN,PICT) deletes a specified picture and returns the 
restored core to the monitor. The arguments SAVEl-SAVEn are pointers 
to pointers to picture buffers (or other data). The pointers are corrected 
if they point to relocated data. PICT is a pointer to the picture buffer 
which is to be deleted.
POFXY(PICT,X,Y) calculates a six bit byte pointer to the position X,Y in the 
picture PICT.
XYOFP(PICT,PTR) calculates the X,Y position of the six bit byte pointer 
PTR in the picture PICT. It returns XWD X position, Y position.
INTEN(PICT) will print a picture on the line printer (or create an LPT file). 
Contrast is automatically maximized. The argument PICT is a pointer to the 
picture. It returns the minimum and maximum intensity values found in VREG 
left and right respectively.
INTENS(<Machop to Output ASCII char in reg 16>,MAX,MIN,<Machop to get picture 
point in reg 3>) is similar to INTEN but allows the calling program to 
specify the maxima and minima of intensity values and the source and 
destination of the picture.
LABEL(SIXBIT 'NAME1) will, if called prior to calling INTEN, assign the 
argument to be the print name of the LPT file created by INTEN (if output is 
spooled). The name must be SIXBIT, left justified, and six characters or less.
INTENL <or INVERL> (Machop to output reg 16, COUNT,MIN,MAX,BYTE POINTER) 
will type out a line of intensity values of length COUNT. Up to four 
overtypes are used per line. BYTE POINTER is incremented before the first 
point is loaded, so set it up accordingly. INVERL is identical except 
output is inverted for use with display terminals such as Plasma Panel or 
Tektronics.
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INTENW <or INVERW> (HWIND) can be used to output a half word window as 
intensity characters on a terminal. Intensities are assumed to range 
from 0 to 77 (octal). INVERW is the same but uses INVERL rather than 
INTENL.
PICIN( ) will input a picture from a disk file instead of the camera. 
FICIN comes to the TTY to determine the name and data structure of the 
file (DEV: NAME.EXT [PPN]). Acceptable data structures are ASCII,
Binary, and FORTRAN Binary. Files with extensions FOR or DAT are 
assumed to be FORTRAN Binary, BIN implies pure Binary, ASC implies ASCII. 
PICIN allocates enough core for the picture buffer and returns as a value 
a pointer to the buffer.
PICTIN(PICT) is idèntica1 to PICIN except that the calling program 
must supply the address of the picture buffer (at least 9996 decimal 
words).
GETPIC(PICT,FILSPECS) is identical to PICTTN except the calling program 
must supply the input file specifications. FILSPECS is a pointer to an 
ASCII string with the file specifications in standard DEC format 
(DEV: NAME.EXT [PPN] <altmode>). The input file must have an extension
of ASC, BIN, DAT or FOR.
PICOUT(PICT,MODE) will write a picture out from a picture buffer to disk. 
PICT is a pointer to the picture buffer, and MODE is the data structure 
to be used in the file. Acceptable data structures are (numbers are octal)
0 ASCII 10 FORTRAN Binary
14 Binary -1 Get from TTY
PUTPIC (PICT,FILSPECS) is identical to GETPIC except that a picture is 
output to a file, rather than input.
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ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS ON WHOLE PICTURES
These operations all act on whole pictures, stored packed six 
points per word. Unless otherwise noted, all arguments are pointers 
(address is sufficient) to pictures. The result is put in the buffer 
pointed to by the first argument, and the return value is that argument. 
All numbers are octal.
PMOVE (PICl,PIC2) copies PIC2 into PIC1. If PIC1=0, a buffer is allocated, 
and a pointer to it is returned. !
PADD (PICl,PIC2) PICl=(PICl+PIC2)/2
PADDI (PICl,CONST) CONST is added to every point in PICl. CONST may be 
negative. Result is stored modulo 100
PSUB (PICl,PIC2) PICl=(PICl-PIC2+100)/2
PTHRES (PICl,UPPER,LOWER)
If POINT < or = to LOWER, POINT = 00 If POINT > or = to UPPER, POINT = 77 
PGRAD (PICl,PIC2)
PICl(i,j)=ABS[PIC2(i+1,j)-PIC2(i-j,j)]
4ABS[PIC2(i,j+1)-PIC2(i,j-1)] 
along edges -
PICl (i ,.j )=2*ABS [PIC2 (i, j ) -PIC2 (i-1, j ) ]
•+ABS [PIC2 (i, j+l)-PIC2 (i,j-1)]
PMASK (PICl,PIC2,THRES) If PIC2(I, J)<THRES then HC1'-(I. J)“0 else PICl(I,J) 
is unmodified
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LINE FINDING ROUTINES
An implementation of the Hueckl "filter” for finding edges, 
lines, and edge-lines in a picture is available in the BLISS routine 
OPER. OPER operates on a disc-shaped area of a picture, performing 
noise filtering, and edge and line detection in this disc. It is more 
sensitive to edges passing through the center of the disc, thus if there 
are two edges of interest, the operator will find the one closest to 
the center of the disc. The disc is 9 picture cells in diameter.
The calling sequence is as follows:
OPER(CENTER,P,PP,CONF,DIFF);
CENTER is a byte pointer to the center of the disc in a CSL standard 
picture (packed, 252x238 cells). The operator does not check if 
CENTER points to a valid picture cell.
P is an integer number with the following interpretation:
P=0: search for edge lines
P=l: search for edges (an edge is a step or gradual change in
intensity from one region to another.)
P=2: search for lines (a line is a narrow stripe of approximately
uniform intensity with regions of different intensity on either 
side.)
PP is an integer which has meaning only if P=2. Then 
PP=-1,0,1 specifies "find dark lines only," "find all lines," "find white 
lines only," respectively.
CONF is a floating point number which, along with DIFF, establishes 
the acceptance criterion. CONF refers to the noise freeness of the signal.
As CONF is increased, the operator will accept more and more noisy signals.
DIFF, like CONF, acts to establish the acceptance criterion.
DIFF refers to the strength of the edges or lines to be found. As DIFF 
is increased, the operator will only find edges which create an intensity 
difference greater than DIFF. DIFF is also a floating point number.
The operator returns one value, a pointer to a block. That block 
consists of the following words:
SUCC
TRY
CX
CY
R
EDJS
LINS
BRIM
BLUR
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If SUCC is odd then the operator succeeded. If even, there is 
still hope if TRY is odd.
If TRY is odd, then the operator has found an edge or line, but 
the noise was greater than allowed by CONF for success. In this case,
CX, CY, and R may be used to reposition the disc and try again.
The equation of the edge or line found by OPER is
CX*x + CY*y = R
CX, CY, and R are floating point numbers. This equation is referred to 
a coordinate system with its origin at the center of the disc and in 
which the disc has radius one. (Note that in a system where picture 
cells are spaced one unit apart, that this requires a transformation of 
coordinates to get the coordinates returned by OPER to be consistent 
with the coordinates of the picture.
EDJS is the step height of the edge component of the 
pattern. <
BRIM is the lower brightness brightness of the two regions 
adjacent to the central stripe. (The other brightness is BRIM+EDJS).
BLUR (defined only if LINS=0) is the half-width of the central
stripe.
LINS is the line strength (width^contrast) of the line component 
of the pattern.
There is another version of OPER available, OPERl. OPERl is 
exactly like OPER except that if it detects an intensity of zero close 
to the center of the disc, it fails immediately and returns a value of 
zero. Thus OPERl can be used to follow lines in a picture and it will 
not scan the same region again if they are marked.
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REGION FINDING ROUTINES
BLOB(FICT,MINSIZE,SWITCH) is a binary convex region finder. Any point 
with intensity greater than 32 (decimal) is considered part of a 
region. All points detected are zeroed in the picture. If SWITCH 
is set to 1, a binary mask is generated of the first region detected 
of more than MINSIZE points. Search is from top to bottom, left to 
right. The routine returns a pointer to a data block consisting of:
LINE (floating point)
COLUMN (floating point)
MASS (integer)
POINTER to MASK
If SWITCH is zero, no mask is generated.
REGN1(PICT,POINT,THRESHOLD,SWITCH) is a region grower which uses a 
recursive growing algorithm to expand a region about the picture 
point pointed to by POINT. THRESHOLD determines the maximum change 
between adjacent points that can still be considered contiguous.
If the region is large, the stack may need to be huge. REGNl 
returns a pointer to the binary mask of the region found. SWITCH 
determines whether the mask is obtained from the calling program, or 
generated on the spot. It returns a pointer to the mask. If SWITCH is 
zero, the mask is generated, if SWITCH is 1, POINT points to a pair of 
pointers, the first to mask, the second to the desired picture point.
REGN2(PICT,POINT,THRESHOLD,SWITCH) is the same as REGNl except criterion 
for membership in a region is determined by the value of the point 
being less than or equal to THRESHOLD. If POINT is to a point which 
is not acceptable (i.e. greater than THRESHOLD), no region is found, but 
no error is reported.
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ROUTINES FOR 36x36 POINT HALF WORD WINDOWS
These operations all act on half word windows, stored two 
points per word, 36 lines of 36 points each. Unless otherwise 
noted all arguments are pointers to windows. The result is put into 
the first buffer specified, and the return value is a pointer to 
that buffer.
HWIND(HWIN,PICT,SKIP,X,Y) gets a HW window from a full picture. The 
window is located with its center at location X,Y of PICT. SKIP is the 
number of points to skip between samples, (i.e. if SKIP=2 a 106 by 106 
area will be used to fill the window, sampling every third point.
If HWIN = 0, a buffer is generated to put the window in. SKIP, X and Y 
may be fixed or floating.
HWINDX(HWIN,PICT,X1,Y1,X2,Y2,X3,Y3,X4,Y4) maps an arbitrary quadralateral 
defined by the coordinate pairs (Xn,Yn) into the window. The coordinates 
are numbered clockwise about the quadralateral, with the restrictions 
Xl<X2, Y2>Y3, X3>X4 and Y4<Yl. Coordinates may be fixed or floating 
point numbers.
HMOVE(HWINl,HWIN2) copies HWIN2 into HWINl. If HWINl is zero, a buffer 
is allocated for it.
HADD(HWINl,HWIN2) HWINl = (HWINl+HWIN2) /2
HADDI(HWINl,CONST) HWINl[I,J] = HWINl[I,J] + CONST 
CONST must lie between 0 and 400000 octal inclusive.
HSUB(HWINl,HWIN2) HWINl = (HWINl-HWIN2 +100) /2
HSUBI(HWINl,CONST) HWINl[I,J] = HWINl[I,J]-CONST
NOTE: Unlike HADDI, CONST may be any value. Execution time is approximately
double HADDI.
HMULI(HWINl,CONST) HWINl[I,J] = HWINl[I,J]*CONST 
HDIVI(HWINl,CONST) HWINl[I,J] = HWINl[I,J]/CONST 
HABDIF(HWINl,HWIN2) HWINl = |HWINl-HWIN2J 
HTHRES(HWIN,UPPER,LOWER)
If HWIN > or = to UPPER then HWIN = 77. If HWIN < or = to LOWER then 
HWIN = 0.
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HMA.SK (HWIN1,HWIN2,THRES)
If HWIN2 < THRES then HWINl = 0 else HWINl = HWINl
HEDGE (HWIN,VALUE) Sets all perimeter points of HWIN to VALUE.
HHISTO (HWIN,HIST) Makes a histogram of intensities in HWIN. Any 
values > 77 octal or < 0 are assumed 100. HIST[intensity] contains 
the number of points with that intensity. Returns pointer to HIST.
If HIST = 0 a buffer is created and the pointer returned points to it. 
HIST must be at;.least 65 (decimal) words long.
HXYOFP (HWIN,HPT) Returns XWD X,Y where HWIN is window and HPT is a 
0,-1 (or byte) pointer to point in HWIN.
HPOFXY (HWIN,X,Y) Returns a pointer to the point in HWIN specified by 
the given X,Y coordinates.
HVALCH (HWIN,F00,BAR) changes all points in the window HWIN with value 
F00 to BAR.
HAVINT (HWIN) returns the average intensity of all points in the window. 
Points greater than octal 77 have their low six bits added to the 
total, but are not counted as points (i.e. octal nnnn00 is ignored, 
but nonzero low order bits will incorrectly affect the average).
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OPERATIONS ON LISTS OF POINTS IN HW WINDOWS
To simplify processing of data obtained from region finders, 
several formats for storing lists of points in a region are used.
There are basically four ways to store points, as byte pointers 
to the actual points, as simple pointers where the right half is 
the address and the left half is negative if the address references 
the LH of the word, and zero or positive if it addresses the RH, 
as even or odd addresses, where the address of the point is 
multiplied by two, and one is added to reference the RH, and lastly 
as X,Y pairs, with the X coordinate in the LH and the Y coordinate 
in the RH. Lists are pointed to by XWD negative list length, 
starting address of list.
HPTOEO (SPTR) converts the list pointed to by SPTR from byte pointer 
(or 0,-1) notation to Even-Odd notation. Retruns SPTR, which is now 
the revised list.
HCOFG (SPTR,HWIN) calculates the center of gravity of the points on the 
list SPTR assuming they are from HWIN. SPTR is in Even-Odd notation. 
Returns pointer to X value (floating), Y value is at pointer + 1.
SPTR is unaffected.
HAVINT (SPTR) is the same routine used for whole windows. However, if 
the argument is a pointer to a list in Even-Odd notation, it returns 
the average intensity of all points on the list (full 18 bits per 
point).
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LINE FINDERS FOR HALF WORD WINDOWS
HOPER(CENTER,P,PP,CONF,DIFF) is identical to OPER except it references 
the disc in a window, rather than a full picture. CENTER is a half 
word byte pointer to the center of the disc.
HBURR(WINl,WIN2) is a fast operator for detecting points on edges.
All points in WINl are zero except those where the gradient in WIN2 
peaks, where its value is the gradient. It is the sum of the HBURRH 
and VBURRH operators.
HBURRH(WIN1,WIN2) is the same operation, but applied in one dimension.
Each line is scanned left to right, and points corresponding to peaks 
(positive or negative) in the derivative get the absolute value of the 
derivative. Especially good for getting points on vertical lines.
HBURRV(WINl,WIN2) is like HBURRH but the scan is vertical rather than 
horizontal.
HLINmn are a series of line finders (template matching type) for use 
with the BURR (or similar) operators, m may be E, C, 0, or M to select 
the strongest line in the window, the one closest the center, the one 
closest X (or Y) equal to zero or the one closest X (or Y) equal to 
35 respectively. The choices for n are:
HLIN?X(WIN,SLOPE) searches for the line with slope SLOPE in the window 
WIN. SLOPE is assumed to be close to correct value, it is "fine tuned" 
within about a five degree range. Returns a pointer to X position,
Y position, Slope.
HLIN?V(WIN) searches for a vertical line only. It returns the X coordinate 
of the line found.
HLIN?H(WIN) is similar to HLIN?V but it returns the Y coordinate of 
the horizontal line found.
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REGION FINDERS FOR HALF WORD WINDOWS
REGN0H (HPOINT,THRES) is a basic thresholded region grower. HPOINT 
is a pointer to a point in the region to be grown. Either a byte 
pointer or a 0,-1 pointer. A point is considered to be in the 
region if it is greater than threshold and four adjacent to a point 
in the region. No checks are made for validity of HPOINT or for 
running off the end of a line or picture. It returns a LIST pointer 
to an unordered list of points (0.-1 notation) in the region.
HBLOB0 (HWIN,MINSIZE,THRES) is a basic region finder. HWIN is the 
window to search, THRES is minimum intensity for a point to be 
considered in a region. Points greater than THRES are zeroed when 
they are scanned. In addition, a HHEDGE(0) is performed on the 
window. Returns a pointer to a four word list.
X: X coordinate of Center of Gravity (floating pt.)
Y: Y coordinate of Center of Gravity (floating pt.)
MASS: Total number of points in the region (integer)
LIST: Pointer to list of points in region
Points on the list are in even-odd notation. The list is 
unpreserved, and will be overwritten on the first core expansion.
To preserve it, increase .JBFF by MASS. If no region (greater than 
THRES) containing at least MINSIZE points is found, the routine 
returns zero. Scan is from Left to Right, top to bottom.
HBL0B1, REGNlH are identical to HBLOB0 and REGN0H except they operate 
on regions lighter than the background. Therefore, a point is considered 
to be inside a region if it is less then threshold and four adjacent. 
Points detected are set to 777777 octal, 'and in the case of HBLOBl, 
a HHEDGE(777777) is done first.
HBL0B2 (HWIN,MINSIZE) takes a histogram of intensities, and determines 
the strongest minimum. It then estimates the background intensity 
by averaging the four corners, and if the strongest minimum lies 
above this average, it looks for dark objects, thresholding at the 
minimum. Otherwise, it looks for light objects, again thresholding at 
the minimum. Successful return value is the same as HBLOB0, error 
returns are all less than or equal to zero:
-2 No minima found
-1 Strongest minimum is too weak
0 No object of sufficient size detected
HBL0B3(HWIN,MINSIZE) is identical to HBL0B2 except background intensity 
is estimated by averaging all points in the window.
HBL0B4(HWIN,MINSIZE) is similar to HBL0B3 except it is reentrant. Region 
points detected are set to octal 100 and ignored on future entries 
to the routine.
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GRAPHICAL DISPLAY ROUTINES
V
To simplify display of vision information and debugging of 
programs, a simple, generalized package of display routines has been 
put together. The actual device used for display may be chosen at 
runtime (using INITG) or at load time (using INITP,INITT etc.). All 
coordinates are assumed to be picture coordinates, with 0,0 the lower 
left corner of a picture. Picture aspect ratio is made as close to 
4 x 3 as practical on each device. Coordinate arguments to routines 
may be arbitrarily fixed or floating as desired. Coordinate arguments 
returned by routines are always floating.
INITG (DEVICE) initializes the requested device for graphical work.
This must be done before any of the other general graphical routines 
are used, but need only be executed once. However, the device is 
always in 'alpha mode' as far as the calling program’is concerned. 
DEVICE is an ASCII character which determines the device to be 
initialized. If the character is not recognized, INITG will inquire at 
the TTY to determine the desired device. If the character is NULL (0), 
INITG will attempt to determine the device before coming to the TTY. 
Return value is the device initialized. Recognized device codes are 
NULL Automatic initialization
A ASCII compatible Plasma Panel
D GSL CRT Display
N No device - no output except TEXT,
MESSAG & CURSOR
P Pla,to Student Terminal (modified)
T Tektronix 4010 Storage tube terminal
INITA( ), INITD( ), INITP( ), INITT( ) used in place of INITG, these 
all cause the appropriate jump table to be loaded at load time. The 
last letter determines the device.
LINE (Xl,Yl,X2,Y2,WRITE) will draw a line from Xl,Yl to X2,Y2 and 
leave the terminal at position X2,Y2. If WRITE is zero, the line will 
be erased if possible on the initialized device. Otherwise, WRITE 
is the intensity desired for the line (scale from 0 to 77 octal).
PAGE ( ) will cause the entire display to be erased.
CURSOR (POINTX,POINTY) activates a cursor (or light pen) and allows the 
user to return the coordinates of a location in a picture 
to the program. POINTX and POINTY are pointers to the X and Y values 
of the location of the cursor. If possible, the cursor is initially 
located at the position determined by the entry values of X and Y 
(X and Y may be fixed or floating when calling the routine, but will
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always be floating upon return). The routine returns the ASCII character 
used by the user to turn the cursor off.
PICBIN (PICT,THRES) will display the picture pointed to by PICT as a 
binary picture, thresholded at level THRES. If THRES is negative, 
the output is inverted.
PICGRY (PICT) will display the picture pointed to by PICT as a grey 
scale representation. Output time on some devices tends to be long, 
so this routine is not recommended for extensive usage on the 
Tektronix (8 minutes avg.) or Plasma displays (4 minutes).
TEXT (X,Y,POINTER) will cause the ASCIZ string pointed to by POINTER 
to be displayed on the screen with the lower left corner of the first 
character at position X,Y.
MESSAG (POINTER) will cause the ASCIZ string pointed to by POINTER to 
be displayed outside the picture area. Any previous message will be 
destroyed. (On the Tektronix, it will be overwritten unless a page 
command has been done).
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LOW LEVEL GRAPHICS ROUTINES
When it is known in advance that a particular display 
device is going to be used exclusively, the user can take advantage 
of additional low-level driver routines already written for that 
device. This allows use of such display dependent features as 
programmable characters (on Plasma Terminals), raster scan 
(CRT terminal), output position detection (Tektronics), etc.
PLATO Modified Plasma Panel
PPLINE(Xl,Yl,X2,Y2,WRITE) This program will draw a line from 
<Xl,Yl> to <X2,Y2> if WRITE is one, if WRITE is zero, the line will 
be erased. These coordinates are integers. The screen consists 
of a 512x512 array of addressable points. The origin is located at 
the lower left corner of the screen.
PPCOR(MODE,COR) Will load the coordinant registers. If MODE is 
zero, the X register will be loaded, if MODE is one, the Y register 
will be loaded. COR is an integer between zero and 512.
PPCHAR(WRITE,CHAR,M) Will select the character number CHAR from 
character memory M and write (if WRITE is one) or erase it (if WRITE 
is zero). The location‘at which the character will be written ' 
is determined by the coordinant registers, assumed to have been 
loaded previously.
PANEL(ARG) Accepts a 36 bit word, the low order twenty bits of which 
are assumed to contain a plasma panel control word. It unpacks this 
word and transmitts it to the panel. Parity correction is automatic, 
and the user need not bother with it.
All of the above routine can only be used if the panel is in 
graphics mode. To set graphics mode, the user need only write out a 
35 to the panel. Similarly to return to alpha mode, a 17 is used.
PPGRAY(PIC) Will draw a grey scale picture on the panel. Screen 
erase is automatic. PPGRAY also assumes the panel is in alpha mode 
and does the mode switching internally. PIC is a pointer to a 
picture assumed to be in CSL standard format.
PPRAND(PIC) Is similar to PPGRAY except regional averaging is used for 
psuedo-infinite gray scale. Scrderi erase is not automatic- This is 
the routine used by PICGRY when using general graphics on the plasma 
pane1.
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PPR4X3 (PIC) Is similar to PPRAND except approximately every 5th line 
is not output to restore correct 4 x 3  perspective to the displayed 
picture. Screen erase is automatic.
ASCII Plasma Panel (CVG-II)
MOVCVG(X,Y,MODE) moves the terminal to location X, Y. Zero is the 
lower left, both range 0 to 511, X horizontal, Y vertical. MODE is 1 
for Write, 2 for Trace and 3 for Erase.
The CSL CRT Display
CAMERA(COMMAND) If COMMAND is non-negative, the Display executes that 
Camera command. If negative, the Display selects the last selected 
camera unit (initially still), opens the shutter, cycles -COMMAND 
times thru the display buffers, closes the shutter, and deselects 
the camera unit.
SEND11(WORD) sends the low order 16 bits of WORD to the PDP-11. Use 
for direct control of the Display driver program on the PDP-11. F0RC11( ) 
should be called to purge the output buffer when done.
DMODE(MODE,INTENS,DELTA) generates the requested Mode Switch Word, and 
sends it to the PDP-11.
DPAIR(HIGH,LOW) generates a correctly formated Display word using the 
low twelve bits of each word and sends it to the PDP-11.
Note: DPAIR(-1,-1) is a CSW.
DXTEND( ) extends the open buffer to include the latest entries.
Equivalent to SEND11(-1), F0RC11( ).
DRAST(PICT) generates raster scan output for high quality photographs 
from the display. The global variables STARTY, ENDY, DELTAY, INTMIN, 
and INTMUL must be set up before calling. STARTY is the line of the 
picture to start output on, which continues to ENDY. DELTAY is the 
actual output raster size (in display units). INTMIN is the integer 
value of the brightest picture point (lowest value), while INTMUL is the 
floating scale factor to maximize contrast (normally 63/<Max - Min>).
Use of this routine causes a nonstandard picture to display coordinate 
system to be used.
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COORDINANT SYSTEMS
Unfortunately, there are several different coordinaht systems 
used by the routines described in this report. This section clarifies 
them and identifies means for transforming between them.
Picture Coordinants
The origin of the coordinant system for pictures is assumed to be in 
the lower left corner of the picture. X is the horizontal axis 
(0-251) and Y the vertical axis (0,237). Even though the picture 
is actually an array of 42x238 words, it is often convenient to treat 
a picture as if it were an array of 252x238 samples. The following 
BLISS structure declaration can be used to accomplish this:
STRUCTURE SCN[I,J] = (.SCN +42*(237-.J) + .l/6)<6*(5-(.I MOD 6)), 6>
OWN PICTURE[9996];
MAP SCN PICTURE:
The variable PICTURE can then be accessed by PICTURE[X,Y]. Or the 
routine POFXY may be called (especially if coordinates may be 
floating).
Window Coordinants
Windows are set up similar to full pictures. The origin is 
the lower left, X is horizontal (0-35) and Y is vertical (0-35).
Although actually an 18 by 36 word array, the following BLISS structure 
can be used to treat it like a 36x36 array of pixcells.
STRUCTURE WINDOW[I,J] =
(.WIN + 18*(35-.J) + .1/2) < (if .1 then 0 else 18,18>
Hueckel Filter Coordinants
The HUECKL line finding operator returns the equation for a line, as 
described in that section. That equation is defined in terms of a 
rectangular coordinant system with the origin at the center of the disk. 
The disk is assumed by the operator to have unit radius. In fact, it 
has a radius of 4.5. The line equation in standard picture (or window) 
coordinates is
Ax*X + By*Y = Ax*Xc + By*Yc + 4.5 R
where Ax, By and R are the values returned by OPER when applied at 
position Xc,Yc.
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Display Coordinants
The various display devices each have their own coordinate 
system. For the low level hacker who wants to go beyond the generalized 
routines, the following chart gives the transformations used to convert
picture coordinates on the various devices.
DEVICE X Y Intensity
ASCII Panel X*2 +0.5 474.5-2*Y none
(CVG-II) 
CSL Display X*16 +40 Y*15.6522 +300 1*4.0635
Plato Panel X*2 +0.5 Y*2 +37.5 none
Tektronix X*4.06349 Y*3.22689 none
